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What’s New in MLS-Touch | Prospects Mobile 4.0 
Check out the newest update – version 4.0! MLS-Touch (Prospects Mobile in Canada) gives agents the tools 

they need to stay connected to critical listing data, tax data, and client activities while on the go . This 

must-have app for real estate professionals and their clients is now available to more than 1 million agents 

across 330 markets in North America! With V4.0, our most recent mobile update, we’ve refreshed and 

streamlined the user experience, resulting in a more vibrant interface and a smoother and more efficient 

workflow. Plus, we’ve included some bonus updates! 

Let's take a look at the latest enhancements that version 4.0 has to offer: 

 

How to access the new 4.0 updates: 

If your phone is set to auto-update your apps, then the latest MLS-Touch (Prospects Mobile) update will 

automatically download as soon as it is made available in the App Store / Google Play.  Otherwise, simply 

go to the store and manually download the update.  

 

Sleeker Home Screen Experience / More Vibrant, 
Intuitive Interface 
The app’s classic “6 pack” home screen is now a new, more intuitive “7 pack” design with a vibrant new 

interface. The Map Search button, the most popular search, is larger and more prominent. InstaView and 

Hotsheet are also elevated on the home screen. 

     SAY GOODBYE!               SAY HELLOOO ... 
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Parcel Dimensions Now Available  
For MLS markets in the US that have Realist available, MLS-Touch allows agents to Zoom in on their Map 

Search results to see parcel boundaries. Now, with the latest update, you can also see parcel dimensions 

for a more complete picture of the extended area of the property. 

 

 

Easier Location Searches  
Using the Advanced Search feature, agents can now search all the lookup values of the second/third 

location tabs, eg: Subdivision, SchoolDistrict, Area, County, etc. Previously, you could only scroll through 

all the values, but now there is a search text box where keywords can be entered to easily filter the list for 

matches and select the desired location criteria. 
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Multiple View Tours  
Some properties have more than one view tour. With the V4.0 update you’ll be able to see all the View 

Tours available for the listing. 

 

 

View Office Information from Member Profiles  
Under the More menu, using the “Find Members” option, agents can now view office information from the 

member’s profile. Select “My Office Details” to view office address, phone, and where available, a list of 

agents belonging to the office. 
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Additional Changes & Bug Fixes in Version 4.0 
 

ID Function Description 

   

MOB-6413 Both Platforms Enhanced the management of Listing Status “Active Under 

Contract". 

MOB-6742 Both Platforms Renamed "Cities" to "Locations" in the Hotsheet. 

MOB-7425 Both Platforms Refined event tracking for analytics using KMM, including third-

party and client trackers. 

MOB-7400 Both Platforms Utilized new scanning tools for enhanced security and stability. 

MOB-6029 Both Platforms Introduced new Realist Field - "Local_Tax_Rate". 

Multiple 

Tickets 

Both Platforms 

 

Refactored business logic and UI for general navigation, for 

ViewTours, schools on map, Realist Parcels and Flood Zones, 

geolocation detection, login process, splash screen, terms and 

conditions acceptance, loss of internet connectivity, device limits, 

and search by MLS Number with new mobile technology. 

Multiple 

Tickets 

Both Platforms 

 

Refactored "My Agent" section in the consumer app with new 

mobile technology. This includes branding, suggestions, read 

statuses, and contact details from both agent and consumer 

perspectives. 

Multiple 

Tickets 

Both Platforms 

 

Refactored push notification logic on both consumer and agent 

ends, encompassing new leads, suggestions, favorite contacts, and 

messages. 

MOB-3064 Both Platforms Rectified the price reduction percentage issue when the new price 

is unspecified. 
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MOB-6172 Both Platforms Addressed an issue causing suboptimal server calls when opening 

listing details. 

MOB-5977 Android Resolved a glitch that hindered the appearance of the confirmation 

prompt when resetting the agent code in the consumer app. 

MOB-6053 Android Fixed a display issue with textbox-based searches in search filters. 

MOB-6644 Android Corrected the disclaimer display in certain scenarios on the 

consumer app. 

MOB-5913 iOS Adjusted the Median Price Calculation in Stats. 

MOB-5954 iOS Fixed a visual issue where the navigation bar briefly appeared when 

exiting the gallery view. 

MOB-6099 iOS Addressed a mismatch where Stats displayed results outside the 

designated map area. 

MOB-6558 iOS Resolved a control issue in the Matrix Integrations where disabling a 

switch would inadvertently disable others. 

MOB-6780 iOS Fixed a preference issue where the app didn't use its locale settings, 

defaulting to the phone's settings instead. 

 

 

 

 

Additional Resources 
Reach out to your CoreLogic account rep to get all the details about the rollout and to access our 

marketing kit to support your member communications efforts. 
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